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INC: FRAME TAP FEATURE IN CLOSED-SCREEN STATE

Frame Tap Feature in Closed‐Screen State

Abstract:
Nowadays, the notebook computer is considered as a great powerful tool that many people do things
either in works or home always needed in daily. It makes people a convenient life whenever before, now and
future.
However, some common features are limited in closed‐ notebook without any input devices support.
(e.g., Keyboard mouse to mute the notebook without open screen) For this situation, an innovative idea is
considered. We try to use Frame Tap back of the screen, so that some common features would be feasible in
closed state. Also, the customization design in UI for user to adjust which features they want. This makes more
convenience in future.

Problem Solved:
To solve this problem, we use Frame Tap back of the screen that catch the condition in closed‐screen
state. The user is required to tap on the back frame for feature. The count of taps is used to decided which
cases would choose. Additionally, all feature of case is customization design. User could adjust any features or
parameters on UI freely.

Prior Solutions:
In current notebook design, there are lots of hotkey features which are needed by specific keyboard
button supported. In addition, the applications could be fast executed by keyboard and mouse. Both situations
are seen naturally in open‐screen state.
On the contrary, in closed‐screen state, the notebook can do nothing but using the buttons which are
already designed before on the side of notebook. It means that closed‐screen state is limited and hard to do
something.
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Descriptions:
We utilize existing Gyro/Device movement sensors to detect “Tap” events while the laptop is in close
lid and allow uses to define that shortcut features such as Screenshot, Mute, Wi‐Fi/BT switch…etc for different
counts users tapped.
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Implementation/Product Drawing and Algorithm
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Advantages:


Frame Tap feature helps people who use notebooks in closed‐screen state. It gives more convenience with lots of
feature.



A friendly user interface for different users is designed, people could change the feature which they usually used.
In addition, some parameters in different devices could also adjust by themselves for a suitable data.



Due to this innovation design, many ideas could be implemented in this situation. At the same time, the stronger
feature on Frame Tap could make people in the world a great used experience.
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